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INNOVATIVE.
Intelligent.

INTUITIVE. Individual.

„As parents we know from our own experience:
Your pram must fit you and your life style! That
is why we have developed the INDY. It can be
individually configured to your family, your needs,
your lifestyle. And because life changes constantly
with a child, you can update your INDY at any
time with different attachments and accessories.
So that your pram not only suits you today,
but also tomorrow.“

ALEXANDER POPP
Development

JEANNINE MERKL
Design / Marketing

INNOVATIVE DESIGN –

AWARD-WINNING STYLE

by experts and parents.

Design is more than just a trendy look. Design means finding solutions.
Simplify the use. Perfect functions. And merge everything into a timeless form.
That is why you and your baby will also benefit from INDY's innovative design.
Not only because your pram looks extremely chic. But also because it is so versatile
and uncomplicated to use. International experts have therefore already honoured
INDY with several awards. But the biggest distinction for us is not an award but your satisfaction!

GREAT IDEAS

VARIATIONS
Vary ADAPTER SYSTEM
attachments at any time

DO NOT NEED ALOT OF SPACE
With a child it often has to go fast. You want
your pram to be ready to go with just a few
movements and do not have to search for the
right control buttons. Folding and unfolding
the frame, clicking the adapter, moving the
swivel slide - all the important functions of the
INDY are combined in a single central joint.
With a diameter of just 80x39 millimetres it is
extremely small, but the technology behind it
is great!

the BRAKE CABLE
runs completely
in a tube
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Life changes –
INDY adapts!

the smart
all-in-one-pram

MOBILITY

FROM THE VERY BEGINNING
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DIN EN
1888:2012
DIN EN 1466

MANUFACTURED
FOR SAFETY

For your baby, you want only the best and protect it from
the first day. We can help you with that! In order to make
you feel safe from the start, we monitor the production of
our prams very carefully. All INDY textiles are elaborately
sewn by hand. Stitch for stitch, experienced seamstresses
sew a quality product that you can trust in the German
traditional business.

PREMIUM

QUALITY

from Germany

TEXTILES LGA TESTED FOR
HARMFUL SUBSTANCES

EXCLUSIVE
MATERIALS
Your baby is special. Your INDY is too. This is
due not least to the exclusive materials we use.
All our textiles are free from harmful substances
and comply with the Oeko-Tex® Standard 100.
Whether striking or discreet, classic or daring whatever design you choose, INDY always
stands out.
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FEATURES
EASY HANDLING

in any situation

Air bubbles
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SUSPENSION ARTIST

DEFLECTOR

REACH NEW HEIGHTS

SHOPPING COMPANION

TABLE NEIGHBOUR

Float over the asphalt! Thanks to its foamed EVA
core with a rubber mantle, the air + wheel is very
robust and offers best handling characteristics.
Thanks to a patented front wheel suspension,
the wheels simply glide over obstacles.

Is the sun blinding? Wind in your
face? With just one click, change the
direction by switching the reversible
handle.

Comfortable for shorter parents and easy
on the back for taller parents: the height
of the handlebar can be individually
adjusted to accomodate different body
sizes.

Are you in a hurry to go the paediatrician
or the supermarket? Simply click on the
infant car seat and your INDY can go
anywhere as a practical travel system.

Your child won’t be bored: Thanks to a
raised attachment, it sits comfortably
with you at the table and is also better
protected from exhaust gases.
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FUNKTIONEN

INNOVATION

MEANS FINDING SOLUTIONS

CITY DRIVE

OFFROAD

35 cm
24 cm

OUTDOOR-SPECIALIST
Flexible swivel wheels for the city, great tires for the trip
to open country: Using the practical interchangeable
wheel axle, you are best equipped for any terrain.
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VERSATILE
INTERCHANGEABLE
WHEEL AXLE

STORAGE SPACE WONDER

STORAGE PROFESSIONAL

PLAYMATE

SPORTS FANS

Simply store shopping bags & co. in the large bag net.
Because there are no crossbars in the way, you can
easily reach them at any time!

Compactly packed: With just a few movements,
you can fold the INDY frame to a practical size of
only 68 x 57 x 35 cm.

The toy bar made of artificial leather is practical for
attaching small books or stuffed animals. For getting
in and out, you can easily open it with one hand.

Just hang it up: With the rugged belt, you can simply carry
the frame over your shoulder or hang it on a hook for
space saving storage.
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ACTIVE

ATTACHMENT ACTIVE

CANOPY
Noiselessly adjustable, including sun canopy
and large shade sail, both with zipper
for fastening

ERGONOMIC SEAT
Suspension of the seat
attachment to the frame
absorbs shocks

MODERN &
ERGONOMICALLY
BACK-SUPPORTING FOR
YOU AND YOUR CHILD

REVERSIBLE LOOP
Padded seat cover
with two different sides for a versatile look

Design Black Pepper
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Through its ergonomic design, the Active seat attachment supports the sensitive spine of your child. The textile seat
unit is suspended from the frame, which optimally absorbs shocks while moving. The optional tandem adapter allows
two seat heights: In the high position, you lift your baby in and out supporting your back, the low position makes it
easier for small children to get in and out independently.

FLEXIBEL
Footrest extendible with comfortable
foot box, seat position adjustable
with one hand up to the horizontal
position, attachment for turning

Black frame + black leather handle +
Active attachment SIMPLY BLACK
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STYLE

ATTACHMENT STYLE

LIFESTYLE & LIGHTWEIGHT:
CITY-CHIC
FOR TRENDSETTERS

With just 3.5 kg, the de154r Style attachment
is a real lightweight, but it does not compromise
comfort: The backrest can be adjusted fourfold
to the lying position, the footrest can be adjusted
in height. So your baby can sleep easily on the
road - and you can enjoy your window shopping!

BACKREST
adjustable up to lying
position
VIEWING WINDOW
for calming eye
contact
REVERSIBLE LOOP
Extra padding made from
cellpur® with change-over
design on the back
HIGH SEATING POSITION
adjusted to the table
height

FROM THE VERY BEGINNING
with flat backrest and Cozy baby sling
usable from birth

Black frame + black leather handle +
Style attachment PURPLE POWER
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SPORT

SPORT & SAFE:
BUGGY-FEELING

ATTACHMENT SPORT
Casual, easy, uncomplicated: The fabric cover stays
on the frame and you fold the pram as one piece into a
compact size of only 68 x 57 x 40 cm. You can use INDY
Sport flexibly as a buggy, but you have the assurance
that your child will enjoy the comfort of a premium
pram!

CANOPY
Noiselessly adjustable with
integrated sun canopy

HIGH BACKREST
Adjustable infinitely
for a comfortable
sleeping position

OF THE LUXURY CLASS

COMPLETELY
FOLDABLE
Pram can be folded in one
piece, i.e. including the seat
unit, and in each slider position

LIKE IN A HAMMOCK
The loose fabric cover
attached to the frame
absorbs impacts

Black frame + black leather handle
+ sport cover SAILOR BLUE
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COMFORT
ATTACHMENT COMFORT

CLASSIC & CHIC:
MULTIFUNCTIONAL

IN THE MODERN LOOK

CANOPY
Large, with plenty
of head space

A classic attachment which impresses with its
functionality and many adjustment options! The
comfortable upholstery, the large canopy and the
toy bar, which can be easily opened with one hand,
guarantee maximum comfort for your child. All this is
packaged in a modern look - so you as a parent can
also enjoy being out and about!
VENTILATION
The canopy part is
removable

BACKREST
Adjustable to the
lying position

FOOT REST
Extendible and
height adjustable

Silver frame + cognac leather handle +
Comfort attachment and Cozy baby sling
SMOKE PETROL
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RELAX

CARRYCOT RELAX

SAFE & STYLISH

Almost like floating - that is what it must feel like for your baby to be pushed in the
Relax carrycot! This is suspended from a stable aluminium frame, which absorbs
shocks during the trip and does not transfer them to the lying surface. So your baby
sleeps comfortably and relaxed. A ventilation system in the carrycot floor protects
the allergy friendly soft foam mattress from a build-up of moisture.

EVERYTHING IN VIEW
THANKS TO VIEWING
WINDOW
BACK-SUPPORTING
Suspension on the aluminium
frame absorbs shocks

SNOOZE

LIKE IN A HAMMOCK

PREMIUM MATTRESS
With integrated moisture protection
and soft foam core

VENTILATION SYSTEM
in the carrycot floor to prevent
a build-up of moisture

Black frame + tobacco leather
handle + Relax carrycot HIGHRISE
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SMART

CARRYCOT SMART

LUXURY & COMFORT
ELEGANT FEEL-GOOD
NEST FOR THE SMALLEST

CANOPY
with handle, foldable
with one handle

In this classic, elegant baby carrycot, your baby will
free safe and secure from the first day. Thanks to the
detachable canopy back, the baby receives fresh air
even at hot temperatures and can better observe its
environment. The mattress is made of allergy friendly
soft foam and provides for a hygienic sleeping climate.

DISTANCE SPACER
for dry floor

Silver frame + black leather handle +
Smart carrycot METROPOLIS
MATTRESS
with built-in moisture
protection
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VENTILATION
through removable
canopy part

WIND PROTECTION
Cover acts as a shield
when folded up
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BUBBLE
CARRYCOT BUBBLE

EXTRA HANDLE
Transport also possible with
folded back canopy

STABLE & GENEROUS:

EXTRA PROTECTION

The sturdy plastic housing protects the sensitive
head area and offers additional protection for
your baby. The Bubble carrycot is also approved
for transport in the car with a safety belt.
The ventilation system with floor holes ensures
optimum sleep comfort. The floor of the carrycot
can be easily tilted, so that your baby can discover
the world out there from the very start!

FROM THE FIRST DAY

EVEN MORE PROTECTION
with sturdy plastic
housing

AIR CIRCULATION
Holes in the floor can
be opened

SAFETY BELT
for car transport
while lying

VENTILATION
through removable
canopy part

VARIABLE LYING SURFACE
The head area can be
slightly tilted using a
rotary knob

Black frame + black leather handle +
Bubble carrycot PURPLE POWER
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COZY

BABY SLING COZY

LIGHTWEIGHT & UNCOMPLICATED:

FLEXIBLE SOLUTION

LYING SURFACE
Comfortable large

FOR ON THE GO

MATTRESS
with built-in moisture
protection

FROM THE VERY BEGINNING
Can be used with Comfort, Sport
or Style attachment

FLOOR VENTILATION
through adjustable
openings
Silver frame + cognac
leather handle +
Comfort attachment
SHORE
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COVER
Completely removable

Remove quickly and replace just as quickly again on the pram - the convenient baby sling is
the perfect solution if you like it flexible and simple. Because the bag only weighs two kilograms
and is placed on the flat attachment and fixed with securing plugs. Your baby has enough space
to feel comfortable thanks to large lying surface.

VIDUAL

C ONFIGURATION
Configure your INDY according to your personal taste! Choose from three frame colours, four leather handle colours, four attachments,
four mattress variants as well as various accessories or components and customise your dream pram!

MIX & MATCH – you have the choice!
INDY Comfort

CARRYCOT
FRAME

HANDLE

ACCESSORIES

ATTACHMENT

Interchangeable wheel axle

Carrycot Smart

Black leather handle

Handmuff Icy

INDY Style

Black frame

Umbrella

Titanium leather handle
Carrycot Relax
Cognac leather handle

Footmuff Sleepy
INDY Sport

Tobacco leather handle

Carrycot Bubble

Footmuff Igloo

White frame
Nappy Bag Indira
INDY Active

Baby sling Cozy
Babynest Snoozy

Silver frame

Wind protection

Black frame + cognac leather handle +
Style attachment CAMPUS +
Smart carrycot CAMPUS

» ou can find more universal accessories on
the Internet under www.gesslein-indy.de
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ACCESSORIES

UV-PROTECTION
easy to align with vertical
sun exposure

PRACTICAL & ELEGANT:
ACCESSORIES FOR EVERY OCCASION
FURNISHED
with a changing mat, bottle box
& extra pockets
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DESIGN
matching the pram
available

NAPPY BAG INDIRA

UMBRELLA

elegant accessory for fashionable mums: Despite
practical interior with lots of compartments and
extras, this stylish nappy bag can easily pass for
as a trendy shoulder bag!

WHEEL PROTECTION

WIND PROTECTION

A completely shady spot for your darling: Thanks
to innovative adjustment, the umbrella is fixed
stably to the frame and has two movable joints

A hygienic solution: the practical covers are
simply placed over the wheels, keeping the boot
or floor clean and dry.

The thick padded foot cover provides your child
with protection against wind and bad weather.
The wind protection can be easily attached to
the pram by the simple press of a button.
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ACCESSORIES
NO CHANCE FOR THE COLD

COMFORT ON THE GO
IN WIND &
BAD WEATHER
HEATING ELEMENT
with three illuminated
temperature settings

DOUBLE CHAMBER FLEECE
keeps you warm and cosy

MUMMY FUNCTION
is practical in wind
and bad weather

TWO-WAY ZIP
for convenient
opening

FOOT
can be opened
separately & lining is
washable

MICROFIBRE
provides warmth and
regulates temperature

COMFY NEST
attaches directly to
the pram

ICY HAND MUFF

IGLOO FOOT MUFF

SLEEPY FOOT MUFF

SNOOZY BABY NEST

Your hands will stay warm on cold days thanks
to the cuddly fur lining and rechargeable heating
element. The practical hand muff is simply
buttoned to the handlebar. The temperature
can be adjusted to three settings.

Offers complete protection even in icy
temperatures: thanks to the drawstring, the
foot muff can be tightly wrapped around the
head of your baby in wind and bad weather,
providing extra protection and security.

A cosy companion on cold days: the fluffy
soft lining and the double chamber fibre
padding ensure excellent comfort and keep
your baby warm even in sub-zero
temperatures.

Comfort and security right from the start:
The practical baby nest can be fastened directly
to the seat attachment in the flat position or as
an additional comfort nest in the carrycot
or carrier.
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DATA SHEET

bis

Folded measurements
Indy frame

Frame width

Handlebar height

20kg

Weight

68 x 57 x 35 cm

57 cm

80 - 117 cm		 7,8 kg

68 x 57 x 40 cm

57 cm

80 - 117 cm

HIGH FASHION
FIND YOUR STYLE!

belastbar

Indy frame
with Sport attachment

10,8 kg

Active attachment, Comfort and Style are removed before folding – very simple with just one movement thanks to the Easy Click system.
Sport attachment remains on the frame.
Folded measurements

Seat width

Depth

Lying surface
90 cm*

90 x 42 x 15 cm

55 cm

34 cm

22 cm

Sport seat attachment

90 x 41 x 12 cm

50 cm

37 cm

22 cm

86 x 37 cm

3,0 kg

Style seat attachment

86 x 41 x 17 cm

48 cm

34 cm

24 cm

86 x 34 cm

3,5 kg

102 x 41 x 27 cm

48 cm

34 cm

25 cm

96 x 34 cm

4,8 kg

Lying surface

weight

Relax carrycot

76 x 34 cm

4,3 kg

Smart carrycot

76 x 36 cm

4,8 kg

Bubble carrycot

78 x 34 cm

5 kg

Cozy Carrier

77 x 33 cm

2 kg

www.gesslein-indy.de

Weight

Active seat attachment

Comfort seat attachment
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Backrest height

For an overview of all current designs as well as further information
and details, please visit

3,6 kg

*ergonomic seat: Dimension
corresponds to footrest + seat
area + backrest

Weight varies depending
on the choice of fabric.
All measurements are approximate.

Frame black + leather
handle cognac +
Smart carrycot SAVANNA
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EXCELLENT

DESIGN

FOLLOW US

Gesslein GmbH · Redwitzer Straße 33 · 96257 Redwitz

www.gesslein-indy.de

